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Abstract: Food, the means of sustenance is a basic need of an individual. Individual being a part of 
society gets deeply impacted by it’s food culture. Society also impacts the nature of an individual. When 
a person varies from the patterned nature of the society, she is leveled as different. Human being as a 
part of nature always gets influenced by it. A person who defies the nature of society and gets drawn 
towards nature builds the core of the narrative.  In The Vegetarian, the change in the nature of the 
protagonist happens and she starts identifying herself with nature and with its source of sustenance. 
These changes brought shifts in the development of narrative. The Vegetarian by Han Kang shows how 
means of sustenance changes the nature of an individual and this shift helps in developing the narrative.  
This paper will focus on sustenance, nature and narrative in relation to the individual in the book by 
Han Kang.  
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Introduction: Food is an essential part of everyone’s life. We need food to survive. Every society has its 
own food culture. Like in India we have different food cultures across the country. Our food culture 
varies from region to region. North has its own type of foods and south has its own type. Even at boarder 
areas two food cultures combine to develop a new one. Likewise South Korea has its own food habits. It 
has a food culture which can be called meat loving food culture. In every course of meal they prefer 
meat to any other food. There is no substitute word for the word’ vegetarian’ in native tongue of South 
Korea. In most of the countries the mass can be divided into two broad categories according to their 
food habit; vegetarians and non-vegetarians. But in South Korea there is nothing called vegetarian food 
habit. It is not a category. It can be an individual choice; a choice, which is different and uncommon. 
Han Kang in her book tried to show the uncommon choice made by her protagonist consequences it led 
to, and how this helped in constructing the narrative. 
 
Eating food is a basic human nature. Heong Hye, the protagonist of the book after a series of dreams of 
slaughtered animals decided to leave eating meat. The book starts with her words “I had a dream”. It is a 
common nature of Korean food culture to eat meat. But when Heong leaves eating meat, it was not 
accepted by anyone. At first, it was first protested by her husband. Once he took her with him to a 
business party where she behaved absurdly regarding the food. It was embarrassing for him. He started 
getting angry on Heong after that. Suddenly she even leaves cooking meat as well, which was again a big 
surprise for her husband. He tried to pressurize her to cook and eat meat but she was determined on her 
decision. It might seem very normal in countries like Indian to leave eating and cooking meat, because 
forty percent of our population consists of such people. But in a country like South Korea this is strange.   
 
The change in nature of Heong’s sustenance’s habit became the central issue for the family. The girl who 
before this never mattered for any one was now became the matter of care and concern. The matter was 
getting serious day by day. This was taken to the family by her husband. Divided in three parts the first 
part of the book ‘the vegetarian’ concentrates on the matter of Heong’s change in nature of food habit.so 
it is named as ‘ the vegetarian’. Her husband Mr. Cheong who always tried to keep an upper hand in 
every aspect of live ended saying “in any other case it is nothing but sheer obstinacy of a wife to go 
against her husband’s wish as mine had done.” After he told about Heung’s problem to her parents a 
meeting was held by the family. On the dining table all of them tried to convince her. But she was rigid 
on her decision. On her suborn nature related to eating her father who serves in Vietnam, known for his 
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stern temperament slapped her. He then instructed Cheong and her brother to hold her hands. He tried 
to force feed her. She escapes from their hand and splits the pork. She took fruit knife from the table 
and slits her wrist. With this the first part of the novel ended. The first part of the book revealed that 
Heong’s change in eating habit created the whole story of the first chapter. Her means of sustenance 
varied from the culture she is in. this created the major difference to be marked as a big matter. This 
helped in developing the narrative.  
 
Spoken from the prospective her brother-in-law the second part, ‘Mongolian Mark’ identify the mark of 
a petal in Heung’s body. The consequences of Heong turning Vegetarian led her to live in a rented 
studio apartment alone. Her brother-in-law who has stated liking her is a video artist. When he learns 
about her divorce with her husband he imagines of a video sequence with her painted as a flower. He is 
so driven by the whole incident of her slitting her wrist and revelation of her Mongolian birthmark that 
he finds it the opportunity to construct his filming career. He finds her sister-in-law’s change is nature 
as the signal to his success. He at one point says, “now that she didn’t eat meat, only vegetables and 
cereals grains, seemed to fit with the image of that blue petal-mark, so much so that the one could not 
be disentangled from the other, and the fact that the blood that had gushed out of her artery had soaked 
his white shirt, drying into the dark matt burgundy of red bean soup felt like a shocking, indecipherable 
premonition of his own eventual fate”. Han Kang has used the change in nature of her protagonist to 
develop her narrative in the second part also. Her birth mark and new nature of being vegetarian served 
as an omen to the fate of her brother-in-law. He tried to use her to change his fate. He finds her 
different nature to be the signal of his success. Not only this, but also he tries to tempt her by offering 
her ice-cream. He knew that if he will be able to please her than she might work as he is willing her to. 
Because Heong is suffering by the means of sustenance he chose the same to lure her. The second part 
ends with Heong’s sister, In-Hye discovering the shameful act did by her husband and her sister. In the 
third part we she In-Hye is struggling from the pangs of divorce and the detoriating condition of her 
sister. She admits Heong in a mental care. Instead of getting all good treatment she becomes more ill.  
 
All animals are part of nature. Human being, as a part of animal class is also a part of nature. There is a 
determined set of nature attached to every class of nature. If one deviates from its own way of natural 
behavior it is always termed as different. We sometimes identify our pain happiness and suffering with 
the activity of nature to gain solace. Kang here shows that the detoriating condition of Heong lead her to 
a situation where she identifies herself as a part of nature. She thinks herself as a tree and tries to survive 
like a tree. One day she escapes from the mental hospital and at last was found on the forest soaking in 
the rain as if she is a tree. After returning to hospital she quits all oral supplements and soaks her body 
on water and sun to survive. This leads her to more detoriating condition. From being a vegetarian to 
the identification with a tree all this is based on the change in nature of sustenance. Her shift in nature 
is central to the theme of the novel.   
 
Han Kang in this chapter used identification of protagonist with nature to present the shifting change in 
her nature towards the source of sustenance. This helped her to construct the narrative in a linear 
manner. Combination of three novellas this book is a taut novel. The serious change in the nature of 
protagonist throughout the novel is marked through the food habit prevalent in the respective culture. 
The Vegetarian by Han Kang showed that how means of sustenance changes the nature and how it 
helped in the development of narrative. 
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